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Every day, new patients registering in hospitals for treatment may need
surgery and rooms for recovery. The Dynamic Patient Admission Scheduling
Problem (DPAS), introduced by [3], captures the dynamic nature of this patient
admission procedure and concerns providing an admission day, room and surgery
day (if necessary) to each patient while several hard and soft constraints are
respected.
Hard constraints must be respected. They include a maximum admission
delay, room capacity, maximum overtime in operating rooms (ORs), and room
equipment and specialisms required by patients. The soft constraints may be
violated with penalties considered in the objective function and include room
properties required by patients, room gender policies, sudden room transfers,
overtime in ORs and room overcrowd risks.
The DPAS is addressed by a periodic re-optimization method [1] with the
length of each period as one day. Each day’s problem, denoted as a short term
problem, contains all the latest patient information of this day. After all short
term problems are solved, a long term solution is obtained which contains a
schedule for each patient.
There is, however, an issue associated with this method. When simply using
the long term objective function for solving short term problems, patient requests
may be delayed. Indeed, more preferable resources may be available in the future
whereas no information is available on future requests. This may subsequently
result in a short term problem of a later period containing a large number of
delayed requests from early periods and also the requests from that day. The
available resource capacity may be insufficient to accommodate all the requests
and, eventually, low quality or even infeasible solutions are generated. Therefore
a well designed objective for each day’s short term problem is important in terms
of obtaining a good quality long term solution.
The DPAS and its variants have been investigated in several papers [4, 2, 6,
7, 5, 3]. These studies focused on developing better algorithms for solving short
term problems. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have focused
on designing a better short term objective while targeting long term solution
quality for the DPAS.
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This work investigates how different short term strategies impact long term
solutions. Three integer programming formulations are developed, two of which
are designed by incorporating different short term strategies. Experiments are
performed to investigate the performance of the proposed approaches on solving
the instances from [3]. The obtained solutions are subsequently evaluated with
newly calculated lower bounds and suggest that the proposed approach provides
better solutions than the best-known for the problem.
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